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maker, but rather as an instrument reinforcing the influence of Member States.
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1. Introduction
The motto ʹunited in diversityʹ is a perfect representation of a game where
cooperation is possible despite diverging preferences. This paper addresses
the following question: How does the European External Action Service
(EEAS) change the game of foreign policy formation and coordination within
the European Union institutional framework? This paper will draw on
graphical representation of game theoretical diagrams and strategic thinking
to summarize the core essence of the question at stake.
The office of the High Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and
Security Policy (HR/VP) and the EEAS are in fact two sides of the same
puzzle. I argue that the EEAS has the mantle of an efficient inter‐State
coordination
Representative

instrument
through

which

empowers

information

the

gathering

office
and

of

the

agenda

High
setting.

Furthermore, the institutional changes are justified not solely on grounds of
efficiency but also on grounds of redistribution, as the unanimity framework
allows for side payments to benefit free riders. Overall the EEAS must not be
mistaken for a merger of foreign policies, as the game remains inter‐
governmental.
The paper is divided into three distinct sections. First, I will summarize the
literature relevant to the question. Secondly, I will explain the methodology of
two‐dimensions spatial modelling and its relevance to represent the
1
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unanimity voting procedure in the Foreign Affairs Council. Through this
model, I will draw attention to the agenda setting function under Pareto
optimal conditions. I will argue that a service such as the EEAS has
information gathering capacity which enables the High Representative to be
an effective supranational entrepreneur. Furthermore, strategic thinking
represented in a two‐by‐two matrix and decision tree emphasize a mechanism
whereby some Member States have an interest in minimizing transaction
costs and following the lead of the agenda setter, while others must push their
own agenda forward. In the third and last section, I will consider budgetary
and organizational structures to underline that the reorganization of the EU
institutional framework seems to make the EEAS an efficient coordination
instrument. Consensus dynamics under this framework also allow for a
redistribution of resources. Finally, we will acknowledge a logic of foreign
policy coordination, and not one of foreign policy unification.

1.1. United we rise, divided we fall
Conventional wisdom points towards a decline of European influence in
world affairs. The rise of the United States and the USSR along with the
dismantlement of European colonial powerhouses marked the end of
European dominance many would argue. This view is particularly prominent
in the realist and neo‐realist theories of international relations. The underlying
principle for the decline of Europe is based on a politico‐militarist assumption
of a zero‐sum game. Of course, much has changed since the Cold war and the
fall of the Soviet Union. Several realists predicted a split of the transatlantic
alliance (Mearsheimer, 1990; Walt, 1998; Waltz, 2000; Kupchan, 2002), while
others simply diminished the role of Europe (Huntington, 1993; Grant, 2009).
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What has seemed clear in the ʹnew world order’ is that countries such as India
and China are on the rise (Leonard, 2005).
Known for his rejection of Haasʹs (1958) integrationist spillover theory,
Andrew

Moravcsik

(1997,

2008)

uses

what

he

coined

a

liberal

intergovernmentalist approach to European integration. In his paradigm,
States remain primarily motivated by interests; however these are subject to
social norms, economic interdependence and institutions. Not unlike
constructivism, this allows for a more positive view of world affairs where
competition among States does not necessarily result in a zero‐sum game
(Moravcsik, 2009).
The EU as a whole has, according to several authors (Forster & Wallace, 1996;
Hill, 1996; Smith, 1998), showed its inability to act decisively. In Maastricht,
the then twelve member States agreed to transform the European Political
Cooperation (EPC), in essence a ʹinformal, ʺclub‐likeʺ atmosphereʹ (Smith,
1998: 4), into a Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). In doing so, it
was expected that European Member States would coordinate more
efficiently their foreign policy, even perhaps rising to superpower status. In
contrast, Hill (1993) predicted accurately the emergence of a ʹcapabilities‐
expectation gapʹ. The underlying belief in this analysis is that Europe would
not put enough capabilities at its disposal in order to efficiently pursue a
European level foreign policy. Authors have blamed lack of finances,
ʹprecedent and procedureʹ, ʹlack of leadershipʹ (Peterson, 1998: 6) and perhaps
more essentially ʹcontradiction between the ambitions of EU member
governments to play a larger international role and their reluctance to move
beyond an intergovernmental framework in doing soʹ (Hill & Wallace, 1996:
5) (Bretherton & Vogler, 2006). Jensen et al. (2007) attribute the paradox to
national party preferences rather than national government preferences.
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Scharpf (2006) uses the words ʹjoint‐decision trapʹ to describe the desire of
Member States to retain influence over supranational matters.

1.2. EEAS infancy
Academic literature on the birth of the EEAS is seriously lacking. This is quite
understandable when considering that Commission approved its creation on
the 20 July 2010, followed by a Council decision on the 26 July 2010. Financial
regulations and staff status were only approved by the European Parliament
on the 20 October 2010. In this section I will therefore review some of the
opinions that have circulated since the serviceʹs genesis.
Much of the articles published refer to the EEAS in a very descriptive way.
Plainly, authors are concerned about the shape the bureaucracy is going to
take. Several question the ʹdouble hatʹ of the service (Grässle, 2011).
Descriptions abound about the nature of the merger between Council staff
and Commission staff, with the added input from national diplomatic
services (Hillion & Lefebvre, 2010; Carta, 2011; Brok, 2011). The ʹcapabilities‐
expectation gapʹ (Hill, 1993) of the 90s, is not forgotten. Carta (2011) describes
this new instrument of foreign affairs as ʹonly a quasi‐diplomatic service,
which represents ʹinstancesʹ of foreign policy and relies on coordination
among all European actorsʹ. Hillion & Lefebvre (2010: 7) share more idealism
when stating in a true neo‐functional spirit that the EEAS ʹis possibly the
starting point of a more integrated European diplomacyʹ.
Despite the relative infancy of the service, Gross & Rotta (2011) describe what
seems to be an initial success. In September 2010, the HR/VP with the backing
of Member States persuaded Serbia to sponsor a joint resolution in the United
Nations General Assembly (UNGA) calling for a Pristina ‐ Belgrade dialogue.
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What the authors portray as a success is mitigated by division within the
Council on issues such as the recognition of Kosovo, with only 22 Member
States having done so officially. Not much seems to have changed. In their
analysis, Gross & Rotta also amalgamate the EEAS with the position of
Catherine Ashton. One should be careful to differentiate the two, especially
considering that in September 2010, finances and staffing of the service had
not yet been approved by the European Parliament.
Gross & Rotta however do touch upon an interesting point. Because the EEAS
is intended to be the sword wield by the HR/VP, its success can only be
judged by the effectiveness of its wielder. This signifies that the EEAS is
bound to play a secondary role as an instrument to the HR/VP. As the latter
takes centre stage in foreign policy coordination and policy making, the
political entrepreneurship literature needs to be considered in order to gauge
the potential of the EEAS. In this regard, constructivists such as Barnett &
Finnemore (1998) argue that bureaucratic politics empower entrepreneurs to
shape international affairs. Sandholtz & Zysman (1989) further argue that
supranational entrepreneurship is the only explanation to treaty amendment
in the European Community. While Moravcsik (1999) is quite skeptical about
the role of supranational institutions in inter‐State bargaining, he does
propose a ʹtwo‐levelʹ bargaining theory which identifies space for
supranational entrepreneurs to act. As he suggests however, one may easily
fall prone to a lack of scientific rigor when discussing entrepreneurship. As a
result, this paper will address the issue of EEAS ‐ HR/VP effectiveness within
a game theoretical framework.
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1.3. Applying game theory
Given the complex nature of politics, it is not surprising that game theorists
have found a variety of representations to explain its mechanics. The purpose
of symbolising legal and political procedures through games could be
explained as one of two reasons: either to see toward which actors the game is
biased, or to provide strategic recommendations.
In 1988, Robert Putnam pioneered the two level game literature which
changed the way scholars conceptualized international bargaining. He
contended that in order to understand the dynamics of inter‐States
bargaining, one had to analyse preferences across two levels: domestic and
international. Only when the winsets of both interacted was it possible to
successfully find a new equilibrium (Putnam, 1988). This article expended on
Schellingʹs thought that ʹthe power of a negotiator often rests on a manifest
inability to make concessions and to meet demandsʹ (1960: 19), by asserting
that a small winset on a given level would strengthen oneʹs position across the
second level. This thinking led Tsebelis (1990) to question perceptions of
rationality. Actions by players which may appear irrational are often due to
the illusion that a game is played in isolation. In order to perceive real
winsets, one must distinguish nested games.
The European Union has since been at the centre of a vast literature exposing
its legal and political procedures through game theoretical representation.
Garett and Weingast (1993) used the Battle of the Sexes scenario embedded
within a standard Prisonersʹ Dilemma to best capture the cooperation
dilemma under an EU institutional framework. While the analysis is quite
simplified, it conceptualizes very well the rationale behind Member Statesʹ
willingness to bind themselves under institutional rules. Bringing cooperation
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to an extreme, Jacobs et al. (1995) contend that the Council often acts as a
unified body, therefore implying shared preferences.
In order to take into account the intricacies of playersʹ preferences and
procedural frameworks, the literature evolved into spatial representation
(Tsebelis, 1997; Garrett & Tsebelis, 1999; Tsebelis & Garrett, 2000; Hosli, 2000;
Meunier, 2000; Tsebelis, 2002). One‐dimension and two‐dimensions spatial
models have allowed the verification of certain assumptions, such as the
importance of agenda setting. Garrett and Tsebelis (1999) reason that the
Commission, as the agenda‐setter, has the opportunity to present strategic
proposals to the Council. Also, the power of the agenda setter increase with
the number of dimensions (Tsebelis, 1997). As Member States allocate
different weights to the issues being negotiated, package deals and side
payments are a possible way to increase all playersʹ utility (Scharpf, 1997). An
innovative Commission with perfect information should therefore find itself
with a lot of influence over the negotiation.
Hosli (2000) rationalizes that EMU negotiations are best understood through
two‐dimensions spatial models accounting for domestic preferences in a
traditional two level game approach. This allows for an equilibrium to appear
which is acceptable to all parties. In a unanimity voting context, players with
winsets outside the chosen equilibrium are allowed to opt‐out. Garrett and
Tsebelis (1996: 281) maintain that unanimity voting results in a conservative
position, which when reached is the ʹlowest common denominatorʹ. Failing
that, the status quo remains.
Spatial representation models are not without critics however. Junge and
König (2007: 466) demonstrate through regression analysis simulations that
the ʹdimensionality of the policy space and the inclusion of actors’ saliencies
are much more important for empirical analysis than the identification of the
7
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agenda setter or the weighting of votesʹ. While such a critic questions
prediction on policy outcomes, several fundamental mechanisms are still
valid.
Building on this literature, this paper intends to illustrate the importance of
agenda setting and the hidden redistributive impact of preference formation
in the context of unanimity decision making. The analysis used will derive
optimal strategies to be followed by State actors under the described models.

2. Decision making and the importance of agenda setting
in the Foreign Affairs Council
Henry Kissinger is widely respected both as a political realist and as a US
statesman. These words he uttered, ʹEurope, who do I call if I want to call
Europe?ʹ, in describing the lack of EU coordination have haunted Europeans
for decades. At the heart of the taunt is a reminder that the EU is ʹneither a
state nor an international organizationʹ (Sbragia, 1992: 257). As the EU moves
towards greater integration, an ever closer union in the words of Robert
Schumann, there is a growing desire from Member States to cooperate more
heavily on foreign policy. This is acknowledged in the Treaty on European
Union established in Lisbon. With the introduction of the position of High
Representative of the Union for Foreign Affairs and Security Policy, voices
have been heard claiming that finally Europe had a number. Optimism did
not run too high in Brussels where the realities of bureaucratic
institutionalism are well known. The Economist ran a piece in September 2010
noting the following:
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A joke doing the rounds in Brussels has Cathy Ashton, the European Union’s
foreign‐policy chief, telling Hillary Clinton she now has the single telephone
number so that America can “call Europe”. But when the secretary of state
dials it, all she gets is a recording: “For French foreign policy, press 1. For
British foreign policy, press 2…” 1

This section of the paper will focus on cooperation and decision making in
foreign affairs. I will introduce a two‐dimensions spatial model that will
outline the mechanics of decision making by unanimity votes in the Council.
Through this model, we will evaluate the role of the HR/VP, and his (her)
potential influence on policy outcome. We will argue the importance of
agenda setting when combined with the ability to lead discussions and
mediate. This analysis will show that small2 Member States may benefit from
keeping transaction costs low, and using the EEAS as a focal point for
information sharing. By doing so, through the EEAS, the office of the HR/VP
finds itself empowered in the negotiation.

2.1. Methodology
As with all games, it is necessary to define the terms and explain the
methodology used in the model. As is standard in international relations, we
will have a set of players. These could be States, institutions or even
individuals. As we will be analysing decision‐making within the Council of
Foreign Affairs, the players in this particular case will be the Member States of
the European Union and the HR/VP, as a supranational entrepreneur with the
backing of the EEAS.

The Economist, 16th Sep 2010.
The paper's use of words 'small' and 'large' MS in the context of negotiations refers not to the
physical or demographic size of countries, but rather their weight and influence in diplomacy.
1
2
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This paper bases itself on Article 31 TEU to assert that the rules of the game
will be based on unanimity voting, where all State players have a veto power3.
According to the treaty, qualified majority decisions, apart from the
nomination of special representatives, follow unanimity decisions by the
European Council. In effect, ministers of foreign affairs may only adopt
decisions by qualified majority voting (QMV) once the heads of States and
governments have unanimously decided to let them do so. By representing
the State as a unitary actor, this game alleviates this confusion and ignores
QMV entirely.
The game is based on policy outcomes. The starting point is called the status
quo. If an agreement is reached between all State players, the policy shifts to a
new agreed position ‐ called new equilibrium. If no agreement is reached, the
status quo remains, a case best described as policy stability. Policies are
defined by two dimensions x and y. Having two items to agree on reflects
non‐linear policies. As noted by Junge and König (2007), the number of
dimensions clearly has an important impact on the game. The choice of two‐
dimensions spatial representation is due to a desire for simplicity and
legibility.
Every player has different preferences across the two selected dimensions x
and y. In a two‐dimensions spatial model, this is represented by a circle‐
shaped indifference curve centred around a point indicating the playerʹs
optimal preference. The size of the circle is endogenous to the distance of the
optimal preference point from the status quo. Players will favour any point on
the two‐dimensions model located closer to their optimal preference point
than to the status quo. Junge and König (2007) also emphasize the importance
The HR/VP does not have any veto power. He (she) does however have the position of
president of the Council which allows him (her) to drive discussions and mediate between State
players.
3
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of saliencies. It is indeed quite a rare occurrence when a minister is tasked to
defend all negotiated items with the same zeal. Consequently, the indifference
curves of State players are in reality rather oval‐shaped than circle‐shaped.
The latter constitutes the exceptional case where no single dimension matters
more than the other. The player is indifferent between x and y.
In the two‐dimensions spatial model, the area where the preferences of all
State players intertwine is called the unanimity set. It is interesting to note
that, when moving from the status quo to a new equilibrium, the latter must
necessarily be located within the unanimity winset of players due to the
voting procedure.
Junge and König contend that ʹvoting weights only shape outcome when
qualified majority rule applies in Councilʹ (2007: 475). Interestingly, Meunier
(2000) reasons that veto powers are not all equal. According to her argument,
a threat of veto by France would hold more weight within Council then a
similar threat by Belgium, all things being equal. The following game will
take Meunierʹs remark into account by acknowledging that weighting affects
the chosen equilibrium point within the unanimity winset. We thereby
acknowledge that each Member Stateʹs veto has equal mechanical effect,
while leaving room for manoeuvre within the unanimity winset.

2.2. Coalitions when 27 players matter
Figure 1 below illustrates a scenario with four players (Austria, Belgium,
Czech Republic and Denmark)4. Indifference curves, represented by the circle
and oval shapes, intersect in the point SQ (status quo). SQ represents the pre‐
negotiation position of the EU on a particular foreign affairs policy. The
4 The countries in this example are selected on the basis their first letter to be listed
alphabetically.
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objective of each player is to draw the policy outcome of the negotiation
closer to their optimal preference located at the centre of the oval shapes.
Because of the unanimity voting procedure, players will always veto an
outcome that is outside of their indifference curve. Consequently, policy
change is only possible when the new equilibrium point is located within the
unanimity winset (grey area common to all indifference curves).

Figure 1 ‐ Unanimity voting procedure with four players

We can see in the figure that the common winset between Austria and
Belgium or Austria and Denmark is much larger than the unanimity set. We
also notice that the latter is equal to the winset between Belgium and
Denmark. Austria and Czech Republicʹs indifference curves do not affect the
common winset. As Tsebelis (2002: 24) asserts, adding veto players either
lowers the unanimity winset or lets it remained unchanged. In the latter case
he concludes that their preferences therefore do not ʹmatterʹ. Our working
assumptions however contradict his conclusions. Indeed Austria and Czech
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Republic will find any agreement between Belgium and Denmark agreeable.
They nonetheless matter if we consider a game where discussion, and
therefore persuasion and coercion, takes place. In such a case, weighting does
matter. While this model cannot accurately predict the exact location of the
equilibrium point, it can point out all participating players may have an
impact on its position within the unanimity winset.

2.3. The powers of the agenda setter
In the assessment of his ʹjoint‐decision trapʹ approach and as a reflection on
his overall reasoning, Fritz Scharpf admits being ʹembarrassed by having
ignored the Commission’s role as an agenda setter and its capacity for
reducing the transaction costs of negotiated agreementsʹ (2006: 851). Agenda
setting is an important function in any negotiation. As with transaction costs,
when the number of players increase, so do agenda setting powers (Tsebelis,
2002). Discussion becomes difficult between all players and information is
costly. The agenda setter may lead the discussion and provide information at
a relative low cost. This alone provides an agenda setter with substantive
influence over the outcome of a negotiation. It is therefore surprising that the
Commission has traditionally been reluctant to initiate proposals in the field
of the CFSP. As noted by Cameron (2003: 3), ʹto the regret of manyʹ the
Commission makes no use of this very important instrument.
In figure 2 we represent a negotiation between twenty seven Member States
in Council under the unanimity voting procedure by grouping them into
three coalitions E,F and G. We previously established that any new
equilibrium could only be found within the unanimity winset (grey area).
Any other proposal would be subject to veto. Each player therefore has an
interest in advancing the agenda to the point within the unanimity winset
13
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which is closest to his optimal preference point. In this figure we have
represented each coalitionʹs preferred equilibrium as Eʹ, Fʹ and Gʹ.
Interestingly, each of these points are located within the E,F,G triangle, which
represents the Pareto optimal winset. Within the Pareto optimal winset, an
equilibrium point may not be moved without decreasing the utility of at least
one other player. In a unanimity voting procedure, the proposal would be
vetoed. If the status quo is located within this area, the outcome is policy
stability. We can therefore infer from this model, that if the preferences of all
other players are revealed, it is in the interest of the agenda setter to propose a
policy that within the unanimity winset is closest to its optimal preference
point. This policy proposal would fall under the Pareto optimal winset. As
any modification to this proposal would be disadvantageous to at least one
other player, each player would face the choice of either keeping the status
quo or accepting the new proposal.
Under article 30.1 TEU, agenda setting powers do not fall under the exclusive
hands of the Commission. Under the CFSP, each Member State and the
HR/VP may initiate proposals. There are twenty eight potential agenda
setters. In the past the Commission shied away from agenda setting, but with
a functioning EEAS the HR/VP might find himself (herself) empowered.
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Figure 2 ‐ The importance of agenda setting under unanimity voting procedure

2.4. The Empowerment of the agenda setter
As mentioned beforehand, transaction costs in a negotiation between twenty
seven Member States are potentially quite high, although they can be
mitigated by a chair / agenda‐setter. Tsebelis (2002) asserts that these costs
affect decision making. He does however conclude that players will only
accept policy change if the change itself is significant. This paper reveals a
time inconsistency issue which draws different conclusions. While costs of
obtaining information, forming coalitions and bargaining over policy are
incurred during the negotiation process, the benefits of the policy are only
gained after it has been adopted by the Council. Keeping the status quo once
the costs have been incurred by the players puts all in a worst off position. If
utility can be improved, even at the margin, players will be tempted to accept
the new policy.
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Game theoretic concepts allow us to advance one step further. We know that
information is not complete in this game. It takes a considerable amount of
investment to obtain relevant information on the positions of all players and
to bargain efficiently. The policy result is uncertain. According to Tsebelis and
Garrett (2000), complete information assumes that negotiation is not possible
as the agenda setter would propose a solution acceptable by all. Nonetheless,
the game makes the assumption that the EEAS benefits from a well informed
staff composed of national seconded diplomats from all 27 Member States, in
addition from supranational staff. The European service benefits from a
network of information which is relatively less costly in comparison to
Member Statesʹ. National governments however need to choose between a
low investment strategy where they know if the policy proposed is more or
less advantageous than the status quo, or a high investment strategy where
information is nearly complete (as with the EEAS) in order to attempt to
swing the negotiation in their favour. By inputting this situation in a
Prisonersʹ Dilemma type matrix, we are able to infer the empowerment of the
agenda setter.
Let us assume a game similar to Figure 2, where the preferences of all players
are represented by three main coalitions. Coalition E is led by the HR/VP with
the assistance of information gathered by the EEAS, and regroups a few
countries that have low national interests at stake, or stakes that are in line
with the community interest. Coalition F is led by France and coalition G by
Germany. The EEAS has gathered much information on the position of all
players and has a fairly accurate understanding of each coalitionʹs
indifference curves. The information has arrived on the desk of the HR/VP,
who decides to act by submitting a policy proposal Eʹ to the Foreign Affairs
Council (figure 2). Being the first mover, the HR/VP is said to be the agenda
setter, in addition to being the president of the Council. With an initial low
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transaction cost, both coalitions F and G are able to establish that the utility
gains in moving from the status quo to Eʹ are not negative. Proposals that
have been made to move away from Eʹ have raised opposition from several
Member States. Eʹ is Pareto optimal. F and G both have the possibility to
invest highly in the negotiation or not, which would result in more
information being revealed and side payments being given or received.
Nevertheless, the Pareto efficient proposal seems to be impossible to beat
given the unanimity voting procedure. Both coalitions have two sets of
strategies. Firstly they may choose a low investment or a high investment into
the negotiations. Secondly, they may accept or veto the policy proposal
initiated by the HR/VP. The payoffs are different in each case. A low
investment allows free‐riding whereas benefits may be ripped with no
transaction costs, while a veto can be applied if the status quo is preferred. If
the policy is rejected, a low investment implies neither gains nor losses. A
Member State may wish to implement a high investment strategy to bring the
equilibrium point closer to its optimal preference. A high investment strategy
however only yields results when a large number of players use a low
investment strategy. A situation where all use a high investment strategy is
self defeating. If the proposal is rejected under a high investment strategy, the
coalition will be worst off that the initial status quo. The matrix below
summarizes this, where R stands for reward (even marginal), 0 implies no
change in utility, and L stands for losses (even marginal).
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Low investment for G

High investment for G

Low investment for F

R,R

R,R

High investment for F

R,R

0,0

Figure 3.1 ‐ Prisoners' Dilemma where policy initiated by HR/VP is accepted5

Low investment to G

High investment to G

Low investment for F

0,0

0,L

High investment for F

L,0

L,L

Figure 3.2 ‐ Prisoners' Dilemma where policy initiated by HR/VP is refused

In a situation where the policy proposal is accepted, a strategy where neither
coalition invests highly results in rewards for both and an empowerment of
the agenda setter. If only one coalition invests highly, it may sway the
equilibrium point closer to its optimal preference point (as long as it remains
within the unanimity set). Here as we have seen, size and influence matter.
The coalition which does not invest highly in this negotiation however still
may veto any position which is worse than the status quo. In a situation
where the policy proposal is refused, players simply loose what they have
invested.
The two‐by‐two matrix (Figure 3) reveals a unique Nash Equilibrium in the
case of the policy being refused. The dominant strategy is to free ride by
minimizing transaction costs. The Nash Equilibrium is also Pareto optimal,

5 Payoffs illustrated in the 2‐by‐2 matrices in this paper must be read as: (Payoff for row player,
Payoff for column player).
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which signifies that neither F nor G have any incentive to deviate. If the policy
is accepted, all conditions except one where both players invest highly are
Pareto optimal.
The game can also be structured as a decision tree (Figure 4), highlighting the
sequence of policy proposal, the choice of each playerʹs investment strategy
and the final rejection or acceptance of the policy. By backward induction, an
additional dominant strategy appears. Players must always accept the policy
proposal6. While in the Council sequence has arguably low relevance, this
model is interesting when combined with our above assumption that weight,
coalition size and saliency matter. This would therefore lead us to conclude
that the dominant strategy is dependent upon these variables. Member States
need to gauge the importance of the issue being debated in Council and only
invest highly in the negotiation if two requirements are met: (1) The issue is
one of national interest, and probably not sufficiently served by the agenda
setter (2) Through coalition building, the concerned party is able to sway
other coalitions away from the Status quo. If neither condition is met, States’
optimal strategy would be to free ride.

They must always accept under the defined conditions: the agenda setter proposed a policy
which was at least as good as the status quo (situated on the same indifference curve or deeper
within the unanimity winset).

6
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Figure 4 ‐ Decision tree representing investment choices and policy outcome

Interestingly, the power of the agenda setter is greater when other players
have low investments in a negotiation. They are more willing to accept a
policy proposal when free riding, due to low transaction costs. In our
example, the HR/VP finds himself (herself) empowered not only by initiating
a proposal and driving the discussions, but also by the superior information
provided by the EEAS. By having delegates of all twenty seven Member
States within the bureaucracy, the EEAS has the ability to provide key advice
at low costs. In its absence, each Member State would need to conduct 26
bilateral negotiations to inform themselves adequately. This allows us to
establish that the EEAS has the ability to bring transaction costs down and
empower the HR/VP as an ideal agenda setter within the Foreign Affairs
Council.
Scharpf (1997: 145) noted that transaction cost could be reduced with the
presence of an ʹexternal agenda setter to assess the limits of acceptability for
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all participants and to propose a jointly acceptable solution ‐ if one existʹ. He
goes on to say:
Such services are typically performed by the central staffs of associations or
by the "secretariats" of international organisations. Precisely because they
can neither offer favors of their own nor inflict punishment, they are likely
to be accepted as an "honest broker" whose good offices may enable
governments that are much more powerful than themselves to reach
outcomes that they could not have reached on their own. (Scharpf, 1997:
145)

In this section we have represented a two‐dimensions spatial model of
decision making within the Foreign Affairs Council under unanimity voting
procedure. We have reasoned that weight, saliencies and coalition size matter
in shaping policy outcome. By representing constellations of players within
coalitions, we simplified the model to represent the preferences of all twenty
seven Member States. We then introduced the notion of agenda setting as an
important parameter of negotiation. With near complete information at hand,
the agenda setter is able to draw the policy outcome to its preferred position
under Pareto optimal conditions. Modelling the situation within a Prisonersʹ
Dilemma matrix and a decision tree allowed us to explain that the dominant
strategy for States is based on their relative power in Council and the salience
of the issue. Also proposals must be accepted as long as they are at least as
good as the status quo. This results in an empowerment of the HR/VP who
finds himself (herself) supported by a well‐informed ʹhonest brokerʹ: the
EEAS.
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3. EEAS: An Intergovernmental European Ministry of
Foreign Affairs
The previous section argued the potential empowering of the office of the
HR/VP on the assumption of near complete information from its service: the
EEAS. The introduction of the service within the institutional make‐up
changes the game of EU diplomacy. The European External Action Service is
a merger of different existing European Commissionʹs Directorate Generals
(DGs), including staff from the General Secretariat of the Council, as well as a
host to national diplomats serving on a temporary basis. The role of the EEAS
is defined in Article 27 of the Treaty on European Union as providing
assistance to the High Representative in fulfilling his mandate and
cooperating with national diplomatic services. Because of the nature and
intent of this institution, a paper analysing how the Lisbon Treaty will affect
EU foreign policy needs to focus on several key aspects.
In the first part of this section, we will analyse the EEAS to reason that its
organisation, costs and supranational roots make it an efficient coordination
instrument. Secondly, we will discuss its impact on EU Member States
representations to third countries in order to show a cost alleviation
mechanism which results in an empowerment of the service and
redistribution effects across the Union. We will then end on the consideration
that the CFSP remains quintessentially inter‐governmental.

3.1. Efficient coordination
This paper attempts to shed light on how the introduction of the EEAS within
the EU institutional setting serves as a game changer for EU diplomacy.
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Surely an important aspect to consider is the reasoning behind its creation.
What is the rationale behind the institutional change? While the CFSP was
institutionalized formally in Maastricht, the European diplomatic service
serves as a coordination reinforcement mechanism. Rational choice
institutionalism makes a compelling case in justifying institutional change.
States create institutions because they are either more efficient then the status
quo, or because they allow redistribution. In either case, they are expected to
‘generate a stream of income over time, that is, they constitute assets that can
be used whenever needed in the political arenaʹ (Tsebelis, 1990: 100). Because
of the unanimity dynamics embedded both within treaty amendments and
CFSP voting procedure, we initially explore efficiency as the most viable
answer. Gains can be achieved through a more efficient coordination.
With an initial budget of €475.8 million for 2011, the EEAS is not without
impact on the EU budget. This figure is expected to grow to €3 billion as the
service expands7. According to German MEP Elmar Brok however, ‘in
comparison with the national foreign services and in view of its efficacy and
the reduction in duplicate administrations that it will lead to no one can
seriously maintain that this spending is out of all proportion’ (Brok, 2011: 1).
As the amount of positions created is rather limited, the EEAS does not add
any significant costs to the EU budget. The new service will in effect be more
efficiently integrated and help reduce transaction costs within EU institutions
and Member Statesʹ administrations.
The underlying benefit of a coordinating institution from a negotiation point
of view is rooted in its cost saving capacity. Indeed, economists would assert
that economies of scale can be achieved through information gathering and
sharing, and through the production of expert knowledge. This economic
argument joins Haasʹ theory of neofunctionalism which promotes a
7

BBC, 7th December 2010: http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world‐europe‐11941411
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centralized institutional technocracy (Haas, 1964). In their constructivist
account, Finnemore and Sikkink (1998: 899‐900) contend that international
organisations are staffed with experts who ʹuse expertise and information to
change the behavior of other actorsʹ. Up to 30% of its staff are expected to be
national seconded diplomats. ‘About one hundred posts are to be created
within the Service in 2010 (including 80 in delegations) and 350 will be added
by 2013’ (Hillion & Lefebvre, 2010: 5). Consequently, the EEAS will benefit
from having a dual background staff; with one foot in the supranational
environment, the other foot in national services. They would not only have
adequate diplomatic training, similar to EU Member States, but also be
exposed to the supranational spirit of EU institutions. The EEAS will therefore
be in a prime position to invent ʹinstitutional optionsʹ (Young, 1989: 355),
which would not appear as clearly to national diplomats.
Although the bureaucrats transferred from the DGs and the Secretariat of the
Council will arguably already be relatively supranationally inclined, the same
cannot be assumed for national seconded diplomats. In this regard, both the
Commission and the Parliament have expressed that it is important Member
States be transparent in their affectations and that the EEAS be seen as a
positive posting in view of re‐integrating the national administration. Also,
longer postings mean diplomats have a higher propensity to transition from a
national inclination to a supranational one. As a result, the Commission has
pushed in this direction. The agreement is for time of service, including
mobility between Brussels and the delegations, to be ʹlimited to 8 years in
principle – 10 exceptionally – for national diplomats’ (Hillion & Lefebvre,
2010: 6).
Although this paper is written at the genesis of the EEAS, the organisation of
the service, its budget and its objectives seem to indicate a rather efficient
reorganisation of EU diplomacy. The service will benefit from the small size
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of its bureaucracy allowing for fast response. Its size will also allow an
efficient use of the information gathered through its extensive networks
(Moravcsik, 1999). We can expect more information to be circulated and a
European culture to be passed on to national seconded diplomats. It will also
have an additional effect on several Member States: cost alleviation in
diplomacy with third countries.

3.2. Utility redistribution
Change will also affect diplomatic representations in third countries. The
birth of the EEAS and the reshuffling of the DGs under its umbrella alter the
dynamics of EU diplomacy with its partners. Before Lisbon, heads of
delegations abroad did not speak with the aggregated voice of the Union.
They did however speak on behalf of the Commission where the treaties
allowed, and represented the Union when mandated to do so. Under the new
institutional arrangement, it is expected that these delegations serve as a
greater focal point, especially when policy is agreed on in the Foreign Affairs
Council. In such a case, the HR/VP is considered mandated by the Council.
The EEAS and the delegations will in turn find themselves empowered.
The added power and mandate of the EEAS combined with the tendency of
governments to reduce their budgets8 have a direct impact on national
resources allocation. It can be rationally expected that representations of
Member States will shrink in size, at least where stakes are low. The added
benefit of the EEAS as a coordination instrument with the ability to serve the
interest of the Union and speak for all will turn diplomatic representations
into inefficient duplicates, at least in third countries where diplomatic activity
The trend of decreasing budgets is considered exogenous to foreign affairs concerns, but linked
to the high debt ratios of Member States at the time of writing and the global push for fiscal
responsibility.

8
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was slow. For Member States with high stakes in third countries, the EEAS
would serve as a justification for difficult budgetary cuts. Overall, the
tendency will be to downsize. This in turn will benefit the European service,
as Member States will increasingly depend on its network.
A Battle of the Sexes variant of the Prisoners’ Dilemma provides a
representative scenario to illustrate the mechanics behind policy formation.
Let us assume a position with two main players Hungary and Italy. The
policy at stake concerns a third country in which Italy has key interests and is
heavily involved diplomatically. In opposition, Hungary is only served by a
small mission and indeed obtains most of its support and information
through the EEAS and EU delegation. Hungary desires policy P1, while
policy P2 is preferable to Italy. We allocate payoffs ranging from 0 to 2, where
0 indicates no change in utility for the given Member State, 1 indicates minor
positive change and 2 indicates the preferred policy outcome. The
relationship is however asymmetric. Whereas Hungary is dependent on an
intergovernmental agreement between Member States to have an impact in
the third country, Italy may decide to use its own diplomatic resources. While
Italy’s preferred payoffs are dependent on Hungarian cooperation, its
alternative to achieve the policy outcome unitarily tips the scale in its favor, as
is illustrated in Figure 5.
Italy chooses P1

Italy chooses P2

Hungary chooses P1

2,1

0,1

Hungary chooses P2

0,1

1,2

Figure 5 – Battle of the Sexes under unilateral dependence in third countries
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In the above model, rationality dictates Italy’s dominant strategy in choosing
P2 would result in Hungary being left with little choice but to follow. A
further dimension branching off from this model is that Hungary may ask for
side payments in what would equate to a redistribution of payoffs (Scharpf,
1997: 140). This leads us to reason that in a first instance, influential Member
States may benefit from the erosion of diplomatic services in other Member
States, as they find their influence augmented. In a second instance however,
less influential Member States, or those that are less interested in third
country policies, may free ride and in addition bargain for side payment in
exchange for their support. Both strategies can produce benefits, however
existing influence and bargaining power are variables that ultimately
determine output. By backward induction, only States that are relatively
powerful in the international arena or in their relations with specific third
parties will find it favourable to continue their heavy investment in foreign
policy. Others may draw on their veto capacity to extract rent. In this section,
we initially treated efficiency as the main rationale for institutional change, as
opposed to redistribution (Tsebelis, 1990). Nonetheless this paper argues that
while introducing the EEAS brings efficiency gains, side payments and
package deals allow for an alteration of payoffs, ultimately resulting in
redistribution.

3.3. The CFSP Hydra
The above mechanism quintessentially transforms unanimity into consensus,
while EU governments avoid decisions that would violate other Member
States vital interests (Hayes‐Renshaw et al, 2006).
One may draw from the two‐level game literature in order to question the
effects of the institutional change. In positioning the EEAS and CFSP in this
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framework, we establish that there are two bargaining levels: one across
Member States and one in the international arena. Here there are many
similarities with mandate diplomacy whereby the EU Commission is tasked
by the Council to negotiate trade agreements with third parties. The HR/VP
takes the role of the chief negotiator (Putnam, 1988), and is constrained on one
side by the unanimity winset of the Council, and by the winset of third parties
on the other side. We assume a constant winset on behalf of third parties, due
to preferences being exogenous to the institutional set up of the EU. Mandate
diplomacy under an unanimity procedures however results in agreement
over the ʹlowest common denominatorʹ (Garrett and Tsebelis, 1996: 281).
According to Schelling (1960) and Putnam (1988), this results in a stronger
bargaining position for the Union in the international arena, as the EU is
perceived as a tougher negotiator which is ultimately constrained by an
unwavering Council. Unfortunately, this two‐level game analysis ignores the
alternative by which Member States may conduct diplomacy as usual if no
agreement is reached in Council. This is the way in which EU foreign policy
departs from EU trade as a form of mandate. By refusing to let go of their
competence in foreign policy, Member States retain a business‐as‐usual
alternative which defeats their prospective gains from mandate diplomacy.
Despite how the EEAS benefits EU diplomatic coordination, the game
remains intergovernmental. Inter‐State coordination does not equate to a
merging of foreign policy. Member States retain their vetoes and will use
them to protect their vital interests. The united voice of the EU can only be
heard by mandated agreement. As a result, and due to the nature of foreign
policy, the EEAS will be paralyzed by its decisional model. As the hydra of
Greek mythology, the CFSP has many heads and all are of different minds. In
times of crisis, such as the during the Arab Revolution of early 2011, swift
central decision making at national government level make Member States
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better equipped to cope and respond in a timely manner. In such a
circumstance, the EEAS shall sustain itself as a network of foreign policy
rather than the arm of the European Union in world affairs. As long as
Member States retain their sovereignty in matters of foreign policy, they will
not adequately speak with one voice: no pain, no gain.

4. Conclusions
The paper builds on existing EU spatial representation literature by focusing
on a relatively new development: the introduction of the EEAS and the office
of the HR/VP. It acknowledges the criticism levied against past uses of the
methodology, but argues valuable insights may nonetheless be drawn from it.
Notably, coalitions’ influence in negotiations may be acknowledged by
including an unknown variable which will affect the location of the end‐deal
within the common winset. Saliencies can be addressed by altering
indifference curves; in two‐dimensional modelling this is done by
representing indifference curves as ovals instead of circles. Also, in
contradiction of Tsebelis’s assumptions (2002), policy change need not be
significant for players to accept it. There exists a time inconsistency whereby
players incur bargaining costs which may only be potentially recovered
through bargaining agreement. As a result, status quo may move, even if only
at the margin. Despite the analytical limits of the model, agenda setting is
highlighted as a powerful function, one which may benefit the HR/VP as chair
of the Foreign Affairs Council given its access to a new supranational
bureaucracy.
EU literature is accustomed to defining institutional change as either pro‐
integration or an assertion of Statesʹ powers. This paper acknowledges the
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important role of governments in treaty changes and explains the rationale as
being one of efficiency with hidden redistributive effects. The argument is
that there are aggregate, and indeed Pareto optimal, benefits to the new
structure. As a result both the EU, as a supranational actor, and Member
States can be considered winners.
In the future it would be interesting to verify the assumptions made by this
model with empirical evidence. This holds particularly true for the modelʹs
prediction of bargaining patterns between influential and less influential
Member States, as well as future developments in third countries where the
coordination/business‐as‐usual dilemma might bring added tension.
Perhaps scholars are right to declare the EEAS is ʹthe starting point of a more
integrated European diplomacyʹ (Hillion & Lefebvre, 2010: 7). Under the
current institutional structure however, States remain at the center of foreign
policy formation. The EEAS is merely a coordination instrument and must not
be mistaken for anything more.
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